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COVID!
“THE TOTAL FRAUD”
'Orders from above'
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All over the world thousands of people testify how false Covid registrations are made in
hospitals and medical centers. Patients tell how they went to the hospital, for example, for a
heart attack, a traffic accident, a painful fall, or a stroke. Without performing a test, medical
staff promptly registered them as covid-19 patients. Someone on Facebook started sharing
this kind of testimony and became a hotline for countless fake Covid registrations. Nursing
staff confirms this deception. Here are some examples from the hundreds of
testimonies (10):
The grandmother of an acquaintance of mine died. She was referred to as a covid
death, although covid had nothing to do with it. - Brian Parker
I personally know two people - one died of a pulmonary embolism and the other died
of old age. On the death certificates was covid19. That baffled me, because it just
wasn't true! - Leah-Marie Stephens
I fill in hundreds of death certificates. He's 100% right. The guidelines sent to us are to
always mention covid-19 as the cause of death, even if it's presumed. - Jessica Littleton
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On Facebook, a video had four million views, in which Lena Kay tells how her father had
died of Alzheimer's disease. (9) When they received the death certificate, they were
surprised to see that it mentioned covid-19. She wanted to have this wrong information
corrected and contacted the family doctor. His answer was shocking:
'Orders from above by the National Health Service. Anyone who dies during this
period should be registered as covid-19.'
A friend of her family died during the same period from heart disease. On his death
certificate covid-19 was also mentioned. His family members were furious and called their
family doctor, who gave exactly the same disturbing answer:
'Orders from above, we must put covid-19 on every death certificate.' The doctor
acknowledged they're under a lot of pressure to do this.
'The general practitioner replied: "Orders from above by the National Health Service.
Anyone who dies during this period must be registered as covid-19."
LENA KAYE
Hospitals commit fraud

Kidney nurse here, I can vouch for this. I've seen it done. All deaths except fatal
shootings or fatal car crashes are on the list of Covid19 deaths. - Jennifer Combs Allen
All over the world people testify about false covid registrations in hospitals, nursing homes,
medical centers, general practitioners, etc. The figures are inflated to create global panic.
Funeral directors: 'They fill in the stats.'
Journalists from Project Veritas phoned several undertakers. They revealed that all death
certificates state that covid-19 is the cause of death, while it is not. These are some
statements from undertakers (11):
‘They put covid-19 on her death certificate. Then a judge called the hospital, and there
came an independent investigation. And bingo, not covid-19.’
Josephine Dimiceli, president Dimiceli & Sons Funeral Home
'In my opinion, all they do is fill in the stats. People who didn't have Covid-19 are added.
That's how you're making New York's mortality rate much higher than it should be.’
JOSEPH ANTIOCO, DIRECTOR SCHAEFFER FUNERAL HOME
Fake covid-hospitals in Brazil
A member of the Brazilian government broke into a campaign hospital, set up to treat large
numbers of Covid patients. He and his security team weren't allowed to enter the hospital,
but forced their way into it. They filmed everything and revealed how the hospital is a scam,
with hardly anybody present. There were coffins that supposedly contained dead covid
patients, but when opened they turned out to be empty.
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This hospital was however touting alarming Covid numbers: 5,000 covid-patients and
200 deaths. It turned out to be 100% fraud. (12B)

In São Paulo, the Anhembi Action Hospital was also unexpectedly checked. The whole
building turned out to be largely empty as well (see picture above). (12C)
Yet they also spread dramatic covid numbers.

The Brazilian president has called on his people to film the hospitals and expose this largescale deception. In an interview he stated: (12D)
'The people will soon see that they were tricked by these governors and by most of the
media when it comes to the coronavirus.'
JAIR BOLSONARO, PRESIDENT OF BRAZIL
Big money for covid registrations

Dr. Scott Jensen, who is also a Senator of the state of Minnesota, states in an interview with
Fox News: 'Hospitals receive as much as $13,900 for every patient they register as covid-19.
For every death resulting from covid-19, that amount is tripled: 30,900 USD! Testing is not
necessary...'
The result is absurdly incorrect covid-19 numbers, which are spread nationwide by the
media (12).
'Hospitals get big money for every covid-19 registration. No testing required. The result is
massive fraud with covid-numbers.'
DR SCOTT JENSEN, SENATOR MINNESOTA
CBC fakes a covid test crowd

The American news agency CBC made a program about a covid test center. However, few
people appeared to report for the test, indicating a low number of infections.
CBC then instructed the medical staff to stand in line themselves and pretend they
were all infected people who wanted to be tested.
Other staff members had to drive their cars around the test centre all the time to create the
illusion of great crowds. Project Veritas has video recordings and testimonials from insiders,
unmasking this deception. These are some of their statements, which are on film: (12E)
We knew the CBC was coming, but we had no idea we'd have to play fake patients. Medical staff member
I think they just wanted it to look busy. - Medical staff member
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The deceptive footage was then shown by the CBC to their millions of viewers in America,
who were thereby imprinted with the message that there are 'many infections' and people
wanted to get tested en masse. Total fraud!

